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George Fogas and Al Kornmann, of Indiana Gear, visited us to develop plans for MCo. to procure and machine forging blanks for bevel gears for no-twist mills.

The following items were discussed:

1) Plans are for MCo. to furnish enough annealed blanks machined to Indiana manufacturing sketches to satisfy the requirements for both 6" and 8" no-twist mills for Bethlehem, Niederrhein and Fairless with spares included. Also included are enough extra pinion blanks for the manufacture of masters for inspection. Sepia prints of sketches from Indiana will be available by 10 April.

2) All pieces will be of 9310 steel to be carburized and ground.

3) The schedule is proposed to be as follows for the 6" stands:

Forgings received in Worcester
Start Week 617 (29 April)
Complete Week 624 (17 June)

Turned blanks shipped to Indiana from Worcester
Start Week 621 (27 May)
Complete Week 635 (2 September)

Finished gears shipped from Indiana
Start Week 634 (26 August) 16 pairs
16 pairs per each 2 weeks thereafter
4 Strands complete Week 636 (9 September)
10 Strands complete Week 642 (21 October)
16 Strands complete Week 652 (30 December)

The above schedule does not specifically allow time for development of master pinions.

4) A schedule for bevel gears for the 8" stands is still to be developed. It is understood that the 8" bevels will be required with the first four strands of the 6".
5) New drawing numbers have been assigned for carburized bevel gears. (See S.O. memo, 23 March 1966.) The drawings will include the following information:

a) Either manufacturing procedure similar to that shown on photostatic reproductions of 167672 and 167676 marked for carburized gears for Niederrhein, or reference to separate drawings which would present this procedure. (Marked prints 167672 and 167676 are available from Research Department.)

b) Forging blank reference.

c) Reference to inspection and specification drawing for carburized bevel gears (Bl71744).

d) Details of manufacturing sketches showing dimensions before gear cutting (taken from Indiana sketches).

e) Reference to Gleason summary for ground teeth.

MCCo. Purchasing has already placed orders for the forging blanks. Purchasing will arrange for delivery of the blanks in a sequence consistent with Indiana delivery sequence.
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